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Intracytoplasmic sperm injection allows normal pregnancy
rates for males � 40 with low hypoosmotic swelling test

scores even when complicated by very low motility
percentage
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Introduction

Males with sperm with subnormal hypoosmotic
swelling (HOS) tests (< 50%) are generally infertile [1].
Interestingly, the abnormality does not prevent fertiliza-
tion of the oocytes or production of morphologically
normal embryos. Instead the defect has been clearly
demonstrated to inhibit embryo implantation [2, 3].

The defect seems to be related to a toxic factor that
causes impairment to the functional integrity of the sperm
membrane which forms the basis of the test to detect this
abnormality (impairment of the sperm membrane to
allow normal osmosis) [4]. Based on pregnancy rates
approaching zero following the transfer of embryos
derived from conventional oocyte insemination but
normal pregnancy rates with embryos formed by intracy-
toplasmic sperm injection (ICSI), it is assumed that the
etiology for such poor pregnancy rates is the transfer of
this toxic factor from sperm to zona pellucida by the
supernumerary sperm that attach [5]. A further assump-
tion is that with the incorporation of the zona pellucida
into the embryo membrane the toxic factor is transferred
to the embryo membrane which impairs its function. A
functionally intact embryo membrane is needed for
implantation [4].

Some studies have found a correlation of low percent
motility and low HOS scores though perfectly normal
appearing sperm may also have this defect [6]. The objec-
tive of this study was to determine if the sperm of males
of more advanced age with low HOS test scores would
lead to lower pregnancy rates if complicated by low per-
centage of motility despite IVF with ICSI.

Materials and Methods

The study was limited to couples undergoing IVF-embryo
transfer (IVF-ET) whose male partner was age 40 or above
(higher chance of low HOS test score with male age � 40). The
women were all aged � 39.9. The only couples selected were
those where the male partner had an HOS test score < 50%.

The clinical and live delivered pregnancy rates were evalu-
ated according to the percent with progressive motility at 10%
intervals.

Results

With motility % < 10, 10-19, 20-29, 30-39, 40-49, and
� 50%, the clinical pregnancy rates were 33.3% (2/6),
25.0% (2/8), 40.0% (4/10), 17.4% (4/23), 37.5% (6/16),
and 42.9% (6/14), respectively.

The live delivered pregnancy rates were 33.3%, 12.5%,
40.0%, 13.0%, 31.3%, and 35.7%, respectively.

Summary
Purpose: To determine if the additional burden of low percentage motility reduces the chance that sperm with low hypoosmotic

swelling (HOS) test scores will achieve a pregnancy following in vitro fertilization (IVF) with intracytoplasmic sperm injections
(ICSI). Methods: Couples undergoing IVF-embryo transfer (ET) and ICSI for low HOS tests (< 50%) were retrospectively identi-
fied. The percentage motility was divided into deciles. Pregnancy rates were determined according to the deciles of motility. Results:
No differences in clinical or live delivered pregnancy rates per transfer were found in even the very lowest percent motility cate-
gory. Conclusions: The added complicating factor of low percentage motility added to sperm with low HOS test scores does not
reduce the effectiveness of IVF with ICSI.
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Discussion

The co-existence of sperm with a low HOS test score
with very poor motility does not influence pregnancy
rates when performing IVF with ICSI as evidenced by the
group with the lowest percentage of motility doing as
well as the group with normal motility.
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